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IV. FIELD OBSERVATION AND DATA RECORDING PRACTICES

1. INTRODUCTION

The first stage of mineral resource exploration is prospecting. Its goal is the detection of a mineral deposit. Field
observations play a key role in every part of mineral resource exploration, from prospecting to exploitation. The results
of the ancient geological processes can be interpreted according to the present processes, using the principle of
actualism.

When exploring solid mineral resources, prospecting aim to identify potential mineral enrichments covered by the soil,
in the weathered zone of the rock formations, or even deeper within the Earth’s crust. Direct access to these rocks is
restricted by several factors. In natural conditions the surface of rocks can be accessed at outcrops only. Only deserts
and high, rocky mountains without permanent snow cover provide extended free rock surfaces. In humid tropical and in
temperate climate zones (as in Hungary) the surface is covered by soil and vegetation, and outcrops are scarce and of
negligible extent compared to the exploration area. Even less frequent are natural and artificial underground places
providing information about the geological structure and possibility of sampling. Such places are caves, tunnels, mines
and drillholes, which can serve other purposes, but generally are used also to extract geological information.

One will have considerably more possibilities for sampling if the target material of the exploration is soil or detrital
cover, or the properties of the parent rocks are traced from the study of these materials. Exploration works can be
necessary in that case too, like exploration trenches, shallow drilling or wells.

Geological field data recording means sampling of an infinite, spatially extended population that is only accessible at
finite spots. Not only the number of the potentially recordable data is large, but also the number of the data types.
Therefore, for efficient practice the number of the properties to be observed and the duration of the observation have
to be restricted. This fact introduces inevitable subjectivity in all studies, as you have to choose the data types, the
spatial boundaries and your data collecting methods.

The recognition of spatial and chronological trends can play a key role in identifying present or finished processes,
causes and effects, or in finding large scale discontinuities.

Randomness and reproducibility of geological sampling cannot be fully achieved because of the small and restricted
number of outcrops, given systematic properties, constant change of geological processes and measurement
circumstances. This fact has to be considered when using the recorded data.

The parts of a geological data record in general are:

Site of sampling: identifier; geographical/geodetic coordinates (latitude, longitude, height above sea level or xyz) and
coordinate system used, or position relative to a site with known coordinates.
 
Time of sampling
 
Sampling/measuring properties: site of measurement, personnel, instruments, methods
 
Measured parameters: parameter names, values, dimensions, margin of error (for qualitative data: classification
system, defined class)

2. POSITIONING AND TOPOGRAPHIC BASIS

One of the most important data of sampling is the position. For this reason, mineral exploration is aided by a number of
positioning tools.

The work can be supported by previously made, commercial topographic datasets. On some areas that means satellite
imagery only, but there can be a wide selection of:

Satellite imagery
 
Aerial photography
 
Topographic maps made by national mapping
 
Geodetic base point coordinates



At the beginning of the project these have to be assessed, summarized and positioned in a common reference frame
(georeference). It is a rule of thumb that the topographic base has to be chosen according to the elaborateness of the
project. For prospecting, a large-scale overview with an accuracy of 50-100 m may be satisfactory; a detailed
exploration needs an accuracy of 1-2 m; an exploration preparing for mine planning can require even 0.1 m accuracy.

For precise positioning geodetic instruments are used, such as the theodolite, a combination of telescope, levels and
compass. In many countries – as in ours – there is a geodetic base-point system comprising precisely positioned
points marked with fixed stones or metal bars in the field. When starting from these points, the coordinates of any other
point can be determined by length and angle measurements, that is, by triangulation and by taking up a polygon.

If you need no high levels of accuracy, e. g. because the extents of the outcrop to be allocated are larger than the error
of the allocation, the theodolite can be substituted by measuring tape and compass. Moreover, you can estimate the
position in a drawing relative to objects depicted on the appropriate large-scale map. Of course, this could be a solution
only if there are useful objects to act as references around the point.

The past decades have introduced the possibility of satellite positioning (GPS). Simple hand receivers in the optimal
case (without considerable shading) provide an accuracy of about 10 m, but receivers using reference systems with
points on the Earth surface meet geodetic requirements (cm scale accuracy). A good practice is to indicate the point
on a map parallel with the recording. An easy way to do this is provided by geoinformatical software installed on a PDA
combined with a GPS receiver, which also allows other observed data and digital photos to be attached to the points.

The accuracy of the common GPS receiver may not be appropriate for a detailed mapping. In that case, a system of
fixed points will be established on the area, and the sites are allocated with measurement tape and compass relative to
the fixed points.

The geographical position of the observation site can be determined in any three-dimensional coordinate system
according to the maps, with an origo practically on the surface of the Earth. The most frequently used projection and
coordinate system, and that required in official processes (like mining license granting) in Hungary, is EOV. The
primary system of the GPS receivers is geographic (longitude and latitude in degrees, elevation in meters on a
reference ellipsoid).

Figure 4.1: Rudabánya ore deposit  on satellite imagery,  Google Earth

Recording and mapping linear or planar structural geological features like bedding, cleavage, joints and faults includes
the measurement of the orientation. This means the measurement of the azimuth, with a reference frame of the



geographical North and the horizontal plane. The direction of a general straight line in the space is defined explicitly by
a pair of data: dip direction (the rotation angle between the geographical North and the vector pointing downward along
the line, measured clockwise or, in other words, to the East) and plunge (the angle of the straight line with the
horizontal plane). A record of 270°/35° at a linear feature means that it plunges to the West at 35 degrees relative to
the horizontal direction.

When defining the orientation of planes their special lines are used. Equally appropriate and unequivocal choices are
normals and dip lines. The former means the perpendicular direction to a plane, the other points to the possibly
steepest direction in the plane. Speaking about the dip of the plane means the orientation of the dip line. Strike line is
also used: this is the intersection line of the plane and a horizontal plane, therefore this is perpendicular to the dip line.
Real geological features are of course not straight lines and planes, but their orientation in a point can be defined by a
tangential straight line or plane.

The main instrument of orientation measurement is the compass. The magnetic pointer indicates the direction of the
magnetic poles, which do not coincide with the intersections of the rotation axis of the Earth and the surface. The
inclination causes no errors in horizontal projection, but pulls down one pole of the pin, obstructing its free swinging.
This effect is balanced by a counterweight placed on the appropriate point of the pin. If you want to use your compass
bought in Hungary in the southern hemisphere, you have to relocate this weight.

Declination, on the other hand, has to be corrected in the measured azimuth. The value (both declination and
inclination) changes not only with the geographical position, but also with time, because the magnetic axis of the Earth
rotates relative to the rotation axis. The computation of the correction is made by the formula below: on the turn of 1994
and 1995

D['] = 99,04 + 0,00469(j - 2730') + 0,2196(l - 960')+ 0,00027(j - 2730')2 + 0,00010(j -
2730')(l - 960') - 0,00001(l - 960')2

where:

D = magnetic declination in minutes on 1st January 1995 at 12:00 a.m.
 
j = latitude in minutes
 
l = longitude in minutes

The normal value of the average yearly change of the declination (d) is also computed from the geographical
coordinates:

d['year] = 4,41 + 0,00033(j - 2730') - 0,00276(l - 960')

For any date since 1995, the time-proportional multiple of this d have to be added to D. The circular scale of
professional compasses can be rotated, so if you compute the actual value of the declination previously, you can
instantly read the corrected value.

The geologists compass used in geological practice can also measure plunge and dip angle beyond the azimuth. The
edge or the surface of its foldout metal cover has to be placed parallel to the measured line or plane, while the box of
the compass is levelled. In that case you can read the angle from the scale at the axis. Moreover, the compass
includes a clinometer, a free-swinging pin in front of a scale of degrees, which will settle in vertical position, showing
the plunge of the box edge.



Figure 4.2: Geologist’s compass with clinometer

3. FIELD OBSERVATION PRACTICES

There are a lot of data in the geological exploration that have to be recorded during in situ measurements and
observations, in several cases simultaneously with drilling or cleaning up the surface. The scale of the observations
can be various. Sometimes only the documentation of an outcrop, a detail of an outcrop, or a few objects is targeted.
On the other hand, if one collects data from a given area systematically and with a claim to completeness, this is called
mapping.

The most important goal in the planning of field work of mineral resources exploration is the indication of the existence
of the aimed mineral enrichment, and then the exploration of its extent, borders, composition of the mineral bodies, and
collection of information concerning the expected quality. Observations are aimed to record the planned and systematic
documentation of one or more chosen parameters of the explored mineral resource. One single mapped parameter
can be, for example, the natural radioactivity of a given soil level. In other cases complex assessment is required, for
example at the mapping of the outcrops of an ore-hosting rock body covered partly by soil. The observing expert has
to carefully select which data are worth recording, considering both time and costs. It is particularly important to record
all information, including those which are not instantly used. A good practice is to establish a sample mineral and rock
type collection at the beginning of the mapping session, to be used as reference in further documentations and
classification of the material.

During geological field observations the location of the outcrops, the quality parameters of the rocks and their mineral
particles and the structural features of the rock body are recorded. The description progresses from the overview to the
details and from the general to the special, unique characteristics.

It is a very important thing to reinterpret repeatedly the observations on the visited outcrops regarding the work
hypotheses on stratigraphy, tectonics, lithology and mineral deposit formation. The borders of the rock bodies, their
character and orientation have special importance. The geological maps made for mineral exploration differ from
general maps in accentuating several local characteristics related to potential mineral deposits and neglecting other
regional features.



Figure 4.3: Detailed (1:1000)  raw observation map of a  gold ore exploration survey in
Australia made along a posted network.

The depicted area is approx.  500x250 m. Emphasized are the measured and assumed
structures,  outcrop locations,  hydrothermal mineralizations and subsequent alterations.
Assumed ore bodies are related to quartz  veins.

Field observation means in most cases visual perception, but it is aided by some simple instruments, like:

hammer – for making freshly broken surfaces,
 
loupe – for observation of fine texture,
 
hand magnet – for observing remanent magnetism,
 
field reagents (e.g. hydrochloric acid) – for indicating the presence of certain soluble components,
 
scratch pin – for estimating hardness.

In some cases the colour and the density of the rock material is also important.

The best practice is to make a list of questions before the field work containing the key issues of the geological model,
and to make sure that these questions are answered at every observation site. Of course, money, time and
accessibility are strict limits. The work is restricted in most cases to the safely and easily accessible part of the
outcrops.

There are a lot of properties hard to measure quantitatively, requiring time and instruments, but fast and adequate
qualitative or semi-quantitative (classified into intervals) data can be gained by simple human perception. A lot of field
observations cannot be substituted by laboratory measurements; meaningful results can be achieved on the location
(in situ) only.

Field data are recorded in a notebook. Field descriptions cannot be made uniform. The records contain abbreviations,
refer to preliminary classifications and partly interpret the properties. A common problem of qualitative descriptions is
the use of different expressions for the same phenomena by different observers, or using the same expression for a
different meaning. For example, one sees a discontinuity with well-perceptible change in the particle size in an



 

escarpment of loose debris. If it is described as bedding surface, it implies the sedimentary origin of the material and
the surface. Another good example is the description of hues, as colour perception is highly subjective.

Figure 4.4: Extract from a field notebook (mapping geologist: Dr. Korpás László, Rudabánya)

Important tools of the documentation are pictures, drawings and photography. Two view planes are used: horizontal
(map) appropriate for depicting the surface, and vertical (cross-section) adapted to typical extension and viewpoint of
the outcrops and drillholes.



Figure 4.5: Geological  map of the trench Rudabánya 3



Figure 4.6: Photograph and section drawn on it of an outcrop at  Rudabánya containing lead-zinc mineralization

A photo records all elements of a view objectively, but from one point of view and in perspective (progressively more
distorted away from the optical centre). So it cannot substitute for a drawing. On a drawing certain important elements
can be emphasized, which may be obscured among the many details on a photo, but as the observer sees the features
in 3D and partly interprets them also, he or she can recognize and depict these according to their importance.
Dimensions can be directly rendered to objects on a drawing.

When making either a photo or a drawing, the scale and orientation of the view have to be recorded. On a drawing
scale and points of the compass (or azimuth) can be indicated, while on a photo any object of known dimensions
(measurement tape, hammer, coin) can be placed on the surface; orientation will be indicated subsequently.



Figure 4.7: Drawing and photo (section view) of the same outcrop: diapir (conical  fold) in laminitic gypsum in the open pit
at  Alsótelekes
The photo is dominated by the light-shadow contours caused by the roughness of the wall and the patchy discolouration.  In
contrast  to this, the drawing emphasizes the lines of discrete bended laminae,  depicting the rock structure, which is not
distinguishable in  the photo (Zelenka & al. 2005).

As a development of the last decades, field measurement (of limited accuracy) with some complicated instruments has
become possible, providing results that needed laboratory work before. These are, for example, inductively coupled
plasma-spectometry (LISP), X-ray fluorescence (XRF) and infrared spectrometry (IRS), which are used for determining
the mineralogical and the chemical composition.

Considerations for field data recording:

The first thing is the determination of the location and the identification of the sample. A data is worthless when it is
not referenced.
 
All observations have to be recorded! Don’t rely on your memory – thoughts fly away, written ones stay. You should
clarify the field records and fill in any gaps at the end of the same day.
 
Observation comes before interpretation! Prompt interpretation in the field is allowed, but by all  means record the
observed facts that form the basis of your conclusions.
 
Be unambiguous! Think of it as recording not only for yourself, but also for somebody who will work on the basis of
your records. Avoid the use of relative expressions like ‘large’, ‘long’, ‘heavy’, as there are exact means of
comparison: metre and gram! Use points of the compass instead of ‘left’ and ‘right’.
 
Draw and make photos boldly! A lot of things are simpler to draw than to describe with words and numbers. The
point is not to be true to life, but the important forms and dimensions have to be recognizable.

4. GEOLOGICAL OBSERVATION IN ARTIFICIAL OUTCROPS

The point-like information provided by natural outcrops, which is restricted to the surface, can be extended linearly
(trenches) or spatially (mines) by using artificial exploration. However, the most important exploration method is drilling.

Exploration trench

The exploration trench is a frequently used sampling method in surface surveys. It can be used if the surface is
covered by recent detritus, but standing rock can be reached at a shallow depth. It can be made by hand tools and by
machines, to 1-2 m depth without supporting the sidewall.

The next figure shows the geological sketch of the trench made by the Rudabánya ore exploration program.

Figure 4.8: Geological  section and assays of an exploration trench made with excavator at  Rudabánya

The stripe at the bottom of the diagram shows the explored rock sequence, the curves above the concentration of
certain chemical elements. The Pb-Zn-Ag element group and the Cu clearly follow an opposite tendency.



Geological mapping in underground area

Mining facilities are three-dimensional sources of information. Mapping is generally more difficult than on the surface.

Figure 4.9: Heritage adit  level  of the Gyöngyösoroszi ore mine crosscutting a minor ore- bearing vein

During mine establishment and when preparing for exploitation the mapping and sampling of the cavities is one of the
most important data sources. It is made generally along a chosen stripe at eye level on a wall most appropriate for
observations.

Observations in a mine gallery or adit can be collected on several differently orientated surfaces, but drawings are
generally made in plane view. The pictures of the walls are rotated down to the horizontal plane. Special attention has
to be paid to the picture of planar structural elements (e.g. bedding plane, joint, fault). As these crosscut the walls of
the mapped cavity, these appear as polygons on the drawing with the documentary drawing projected to a common
plane. A good practice is to fix the sampling points on the walls with paints.



Figure 4.10: Geological  mapping in the 2nd level  of the Mátraszentimre shaft
reopened for environmental geological sampling

Documentation was made with  the sampling of the free surfaces of the roof and the
sidewalls.

5. INTERPRETATION OF THE FIELD DATA AND DRAWING A GEOLOGICAL MAP

Well-executed field observation and data recording is the most important condition of success for most mineral
exploration projects. In several cases no previous drillhole data support the field work on the site, so the preliminary
geological model will be based on surface data only. If there are geophysical and geochemical data at hand, these
have to be interpreted together with geological observations. Geophyisical methods for ‘looking’ under the covering
sediments provide the mapping of those geological properties on covered areas, which can be correlated with
measured physical parameters.

Important information can be gained from topographic and geomorphological data, and characteristics of the fluvial
network. These parameters can be correlated with the changes in rock type, dip, porosity, and permeability, with the
outcropping fault zones and other properties. Geological and geochemical information is found in the changes of colour
in the soils and debris.

The interpretation of geological field observations leads to no final geological map, as this interpretation (and
extrapolation to outside of the area and to the depth) will be modified by the subsequent drillhole data. A geological
map is a continuously changing, detailed  document.



Figure 4.11: Reconstructed geological map of the Rudabánya ore deposit

Figure 4.12: NW-SE oriented cross section of the deposit
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